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Chapter 1 

Annabel 

 Three weeks of my university degree remain.  That means only four more times I’ll 

be taught by Luke Huntington...and then what?  I never see him again?  That scenario simply 

doesn’t bear thinking about.  He’s walking casually between computer terminals, 

occasionally stopping to assist my fellow students en route and I literally can’t drag my eyes 

away from the man.  He’s the complete opposite of what I’d always expected a university 

lecturer to be.  Mid-thirties, he radiates an imposing presence with his tall frame, short dark 

hair and designer stubble.  His clothing makes a valiant effort to conceal what is plain for all 

to see; the guy has an incredible body.  As he bends over slightly, two rows in front of me, to 

peer closely at a screen, his jeans tighten over his ass and a small groan escapes my lips.  He 

is utter perfection. 

 I really ought to be focussing on the set task, but his continued presence makes 

concentration difficult.  In my final year studying Criminal Justice at Cambridge, I’ve sailed 

through the degree course so far, keenly soaking up knowledge of the one subject area which 

has always held my fascination.  Luke’s course is the only one I haven’t excelled in and I 

know why.  Too much goddam distraction.  Over the months, my unspoken obsession for this 

man has grown, to the point that it’s getting harder and harder not to reach out and touch him, 

whenever he passes by.  Even the way he walks is sexy...how fair is that? 

 I’m lost in my own dream world when Luke stands upright once more.  My eyes run 

appreciatively over his taut body, mouth salivating slightly whilst I dare to imagine.  As he 

turns, I can see a slight bulge in the front of his jeans and my internal muscles unexpectedly 

clench, heat flooding to my core.  God!  If only!  Chewing slightly on my inside lip to stifle 

the grin which is threatening, my eyes travel upwards.  My focus hovers momentarily on his 

plump lips.  Lips I regularly fantasise about feeling slide over my body, allowing him to 

indulge as he sees fit.  And then up to those incredible blue eyes, so often dancing with 

mischief, which are currently looking...directly... at... me.  Oh shit! 

 Immediately, I tear my gaze from his and focus frantically on the screen, silently 

praying that one of my classmates will require his attention.  But it’s too late.  I can sense him 

approaching.  My hands start to tremble lightly, face flushing with a combination of 

embarrassment and arousal. 



 ‘How are you getting on, Annabel?’  His voice lifts the hairs on the back of my neck.  

Deep and commanding, the way his tongue wraps around my name makes it sound like 

nothing on this earth. 

 ‘F-fine,’ I stutter.  I can’t help it.  In my mind, I’m all bravado and confidence.  In real 

life, I’m simply infatuated with a guy I wouldn’t have the first clue what to do with. 

 Squatting behind me, he leans in.  I close my eyes; an instinctive, reflex reaction I 

have no control over.  My lungs fill with air and I can smell him.  I can taste him.  An 

expensive, subtle aftershave, combined with his own warm, masculine scent, which sends my 

senses into overdrive.  I cease all movement, feeling his breath ghost adjacent to my right ear.  

Goosebumps rapidly follow the trail down my neck, to terminate much lower still.  Leaning 

forwards, he points a long finger towards the screen. 

 ‘Explain to me why you’ve used that operator.’ 

 I exhale at length, temporarily unable to even remember what an operator is, yet alone 

why I might have used it.  His casual cotton shirt sleeves are rolled up to the elbow, 

displaying formidable, hairy forearms.  I think I catch sight of a tattoo, just at the base of his 

bicep; physical evidence, if any were required, of a definitive bad boy.  And he was.  Luke 

hadn’t been afraid to share his past, when he’d introduced himself at our very first lecture.  A 

troubled child, by sixteen he was on Interpol’s most wanted list, for having hacked a global 

technology giant and stolen some of their software.  On the run for several months, he was 

eventually arrested and placed into a young offenders institute which not only rehabilitated 

him, but helped turn his life around completely.  Now he divides his time between the 

occasional lecturing position and helping businesses identify security lapses in their corporate 

I.T. systems.  I can only imagine that lecturing is undertaken for altruistic reasons because, 

going by the success of the company he presides over, he certainly doesn’t need the money. 

 ‘So?’  He was pressing me, as well he might.  I’d been silent for an unacceptably long 

time. 

 ‘Um...I...’ 

 My heart swells at the sound of a distant clock chiming, signifying the lecture’s end. 

 ‘Saved by the bell,’ he murmurs into my ear, ensuring nobody else could hear him but 

me. 

 I exhale slowly, my mind vacant and dizzy, as Luke returns to the front of the class.  

All around, students are shoving files and books into their bags, grateful to complete the final 

class of the day. 



 ‘Before you race off,’ speaks Luke’s authoritative voice, causing everybody to pause 

in their getaways.  ‘Page ninety-seven of your textbooks, questions one to thirty.  Submit 

your answers online before our next session.’ 

 I scribble the assignment down on my notepad, before starting to pack my things 

away like everybody else. 

 ‘And Annabel Jenkins.  A word before you go, please?  Class dismissed.’ 

 My hands clench more tightly around the book I’m holding.  I can feel my pulse 

escalate, beating nosily in my ears.  All around me, the scraping of chairs as they stand, 

confirms that my classmates are oblivious to my inner turmoil.  I chance a quick look towards 

Luke, but he’s engaged in conversation with a third-year.  At twenty-nine, I’m a more mature 

student than most, but right now, I feel like a wide-eyed, naïve teenager.  I wait until the rest 

of the class clears the room, allowing the door to slam shut behind them.  Just the two of us 

remain. 

 

Luke 

 I look up to see her across the room.  Shy, eyes down, fiddling uncomfortably with 

the strap of her bag, there’s no doubt in my mind that she’s inexperienced with men.  

Annabel isn’t the kind of woman that I’m normally interested in.  At all.  And yet, here we 

are.  These past few weeks particularly, I’ve thought of little else but her and I’ve never 

displayed great aptitude in denying myself pleasure.  I walk forwards and pause at her desk.  

Her trusting brown eyes rise slowly to meet mine.  As our gazes lock, my cock twitches 

restlessly. 

 ‘Walk with me.’ 

 I stride out of the room and down the corridor, Annabel managing to keep pace at my 

side.  This wasn’t what I’d planned, but when I felt myself hardening in response to her 

proximity, a change of scenery had seemed like the best option.  No words are exchanged 

until we reach my private office and I close the door behind us.  The heavy latch clicks 

decisively, filling the air with apprehensive promise. 

 ‘Is everything okay?’ she manages to stutter. 

 Is it wrong that I enjoy seeing her like this; nervous, confused, aroused?  I walk right 

up close to her, on the pretext of dropping my files on the desk she’s leaning up against.  An 

image dares to fill my brain.  She’s naked, laying back on that same desk, knees spread wide 



apart as I plough myself into her without mercy.  Face contorted in ecstasy, she screams my 

name, begging for the climax I wickedly continue to deny... 

 ‘It’s great,’ I reply in little more than a growl.  A delicious ache surges through my 

throbbing cock and I have to fight the urge to cup her face in my hands and pull her into a 

kiss I know we both crave.  But I mustn’t touch her.  Any relationship between a professor 

and student is strictly forbidden by the university.  Not only could it result in a loss of my 

own job, but Annabel might fail to graduate.  I clench my fingers together in tight fists, to 

help maintain a semblance of control.  ‘Everything would be even better though, if you could 

just confirm that you don’t want to fuck me.  And then leave.’ 

 A silence slinks through the room; thick, sultry, intoxicating. 

 ‘I...I can’t do that.’  She was actually stuttering.  God, could she be any more 

adorable? 

 ‘Funny.  Me neither.’ 

 As I tower over her, she looks up, her expression exuding total shock.  Unafraid to 

look her right in the eye, I see her mouth tremble slightly with anticipation.  I’d put decent 

money on the fact that her panties are already wet.  Just the thought makes my thickened 

cock jerk slightly within the confines of increasingly tight Levis.  I took special care to read 

her student file when it passed over my desk some months previously.  She is six or seven 

years my junior; well, that’s nothing.  Although, going by her reactions, she’s light years 

behind me sexually. 

 ‘So what are we going to do about it?’ 

 ‘N...nothing.  I’m not what you think I am.  I’m a good girl...’ 

 I can’t control the impish smile that crosses my face, upon hearing her summary of 

our situation.  If anything is going to make me more determined to seduce her, it’s hearing 

those words. 

 ‘Don’t you believe it.  You are exactly what I think you are.’ 

 Leaning closer, I raise my hand slowly, sliding my fingers through her dark, newly-

washed hair that I’ve been fantasising about touching for far too long.  In a very deliberate 

gesture, I cradle her delicate jaw in my hand, which looks large in comparison.  A small 

moan escapes her lips as her eyes roll closed in total submission.  I feel a blast of elation 

ricochet through me.  From the very start of the year, Annabel stood out as a sweet, innocent, 

gentle woman; the kind I haven’t ever had the pleasure of getting close to.  A prison record 

tends to have that effect.  My successful company and the offer of university lecturing has 



changed all that; suddenly, my past experience is viewed as a positive.  A benefit even.  How 

easily perceptions can be altered. 

 My mouth is just centimetres away from her soft, warm cheek.  I inhale her sweet 

scent and try to suppress the sensations of lust threatening to overwhelm me.  Gently, I lower 

my lips, focussing a tender, open-mouthed kiss, just to the side of her ear.  I wasn’t expecting 

her to slump backwards like she does, knuckles white as her hands desperately clench my 

desk for support.  It was the only way she could ensure she remained vaguely upright.  

Summoning a huge amount of willpower, I eventually retract away from her, both of us 

panting heavily. 

 ‘The second this academic year ends and I stop being your lecturer, we don’t fight 

this any longer.  Deal?’ 

 ‘I...but...’ she gasps.  I smirk briefly, wishing I was responsible for disrupting her 

breathing for an entirely different reason.  

 ‘Don’t worry.  I’ll break you in very gently.’ 

 ‘Oh God.’  She gazes into my eyes imploringly and I feel an entirely unexpected need 

to act as her protector. 

 ‘Come here.’  My instruction is little more than a mutter, but she must have heard it.  

Taking an uncertain step forward, she falls into my arms.  I hug her tightly against my body, 

able to feel her warm curves pressing into me.  If she wasn’t previously aware that I’m 

seriously aroused, she sure as hell knows it now.  I can feel my cock throbbing urgently 

against her abdomen, demanding our undivided attention.  It doesn’t take long for the 

situation to become unbearable; after all, there’s only so much temptation a hot-blooded man 

can resist in one day. 

 ‘Go Annabel.’  Even to me, my issued instruction sounds desperate.  ‘While you still 

can.  Whilst I can still allow it.’  Something in the tone of my voice must have hit a nerve.  

She retracts carefully from my arms and, with a final nod, disappears out through the door.  I 

shake my head in pained disbelief.  What am I doing?  And why the hell do I always feel a 

need to screw with the rules? 

 

 

Chapter 2 

Annabel 



 Two weeks later and the situation has not improved.  If anything, it’s deteriorated 

significantly.  I’m sitting in Luke’s class, overwhelmed by an almost painful yearning.  Ever 

since I visited his office, I can scarcely dare to look at him.  I fear the white-hot connection 

that burns so brightly, each and every time our eyes meet.  He has the ability to make me lose 

control of my emotions, my willpower, my very identity.  And that terrifies me.  Yet, 

although we scarcely interact, I’m always fully aware of his presence.  Indeed, I revel in it. 

 Along with the rest of my classmates, I’m sitting in silence, staring thoughtfully at a 

document.  We’ve been set a practice examination question and given a quarter of an hour to 

complete it.  I try my best to concentrate but my skin keeps prickling with an urgent need.  

Against my will, my body feels hot, restless, watched, desired.  I glance up from the paper, 

towards the front of the class and feel my stomach turn over.  It’s as though I’m at the very 

top of a rollercoaster, starting that initial descent.  Unfortunately, no-one’s reminded me to 

strap in.  Luke is looking straight at me.  And not in a casual way either.  His stare exudes a 

ravenous hunger that I sense would be impossible to satisfy, even after multiple sittings. 

 I concentrate on just breathing.  In.  And out.  Very calmly.  Just breathing and 

swallowing down the threatening aridity of my parched throat.  Our eyes remain locked, 

causing an intense heat to radiate from my face, memories of our earlier rendezvous flooding 

my befuddled mind.  Quite unexpectedly, the corners of his eyes crinkle and his face breaks 

into a soft smile, displaying a perfect set of teeth.  I feel a slow, steady pulse commence deep 

within my abdomen; a warning that my body is preparing to fulfil my passionate desires. 

 I watch in silent disbelief as he winks at me, employing only the smallest of 

movements.  Glancing pointedly at the clock on the wall, he allows his eyes to slide away, 

breaking our potent link.  And just like that, I’m released from his spell, left panting, 

trembling and dazed.  A sense of panic creeps unhelpfully through my veins.  Just five 

minutes remain on the clock and I’m only half way through answering the mock exam 

question.  Summoning a sense of renewed determination which I wasn’t even aware I 

possessed, I refuse to look back up.  Zipping through the task, I scribble furiously, right up to 

the final second. 

 ‘Time’s up, Ladies and Gents.  Pens down, please.’  Luke’s sensual voice is 

responsible for dragging me straight back to reality.  It provides a timely reminder that the 

sexiest man I’ve ever had the privilege to lust after, apparently wants me too.  I try my best 

not to dwell on my limited and very chequered relationship history.  The truth is, I’ve only 

ever experienced mediocre sex...and not a great deal of that.  Glancing once more at the 

object of my desire, I must accept an undeniable fact.  The sheer dominance of his sexuality 



would crush me within the work of a moment.  Like David and Goliath.  The Hare and the 

Tortoise.  We couldn’t be more mismatched if we tried. 

 

Luke 

 I can feel a war raging inside of me.  On one side is the devil, ruled by lust, passion 

and corporeal pleasures.  It incites me to take her, claim her, bend her to my will, and then 

fuck her.  To ultimately make her forever mine.  In direct contrast is an equally commanding 

force, this time nurturing, loving even.  A desire to see Annabel graduate with the first class 

honours degree she’s already been predicted and so richly deserves. 

 On this occasion at least, the angel is permitted to win the battle.  I release Annabel 

from my hold, silently willing her to focus all efforts on the paper I’ve set.  Besides, this is 

good practice for her.  She doesn’t know it yet, but I’m scheduled to invigilate one of her 

final exams next week.  Learning to focus, regardless of distraction, is a key skill to develop.  

It’s at that specific moment I appreciate something is seriously skewed with my thinking.   

 My mind has conjured up a very clear visual.  The two of us are naked on my bed at 

home, a gentle evening breeze lifting the base of the drawn curtains.  Thanks to her soft lips 

wrapped firmly around the throbbing head of my cock, I am willingly allowing the woman I 

crave to lead me towards the very edge of oblivion.  Each time she drops down, taking as 

much of my thick length as she can manage, I’m guided one welcome step closer to my 

impending release. 

 The sensation her wet, warm mouth is responsible for generating, exceeds my 

comprehension.  With a groan, I feel my abs contract forcefully.  Unable to prevent it, my 

hips lift off the mattress, silently offering her more.  Offering all that I have.  The sheer 

indulgence of the experience makes my eyes roll back in my head.  Blinded, my hands reach 

out for her, surprised to make contact with a smooth, slender thigh.  Automatically, my touch 

glides upwards, thumb parting her wet lips, smearing the copious arousal from clit to ass.  A 

long, low grunt from the base of her throat reverberates straight through my cock.  I groan in 

reply, as my finger slips into her incredibly tight wetness.  Now that’s the scenario I’d rather 

be coaching Annabel in; the ultimate test of persevering, in the face of genuine distraction. 

 A student coughs, interrupting my wonderful fantasy scenario.  Back in the real 

world, goosebumps creep slowly up the back of my neck as, with horror, I realise that I’m as 

hard as iron.  I can even sense sticky pre-cum pooling against my clothing.  I channel all of 



my focus into calmly instructing the class to stop writing.  But there is no way I can stand up 

to collect their papers. 

 ‘Leave your answers on the desk.  Class dismissed,’ I order gruffly, remaining seated.  

My voice always deepens in tone when I’m heavily aroused.  But that’s not something 

anybody here needs to know; well, perhaps with one notable exception. 

 My students look temporarily confused to be let out of our session five minutes early, 

but they quickly recover themselves.  Excited chattering fills the room as they pack up.  I try 

really hard to stop myself but I simply can’t.  My eyes naturally slide towards Annabel, as if 

they are pre-programmed to do so.  And I don’t like what I see.  Aaron, a member of the 

University rugby team, is leaning a little too casually against her desk.  His body language is 

very purposefully open, as he murmurs in an intimate fashion.  I recognise the signs; after all, 

in the past I’ve approached women in exactly the same way myself.  An unexpected tidal 

wave of fury envelops my mind; the infamous red mist descending.  I want this woman more 

than I desire oxygen and Junior here will not get in the way of that.  Despite straining in that 

direction, I’m not able to hear their shared words, until they are the last two students that 

remain. 

 ‘Look, I’ll have to catch you later,’ Annabel is explaining, as she backs away.  ‘I 

really must have word with Professor Huntington.’ 

 Aaron takes the hint and leaves.  She steadily approaches my desk, looking a little 

uncertain.  My swollen cock, which I had at last been getting under control, redoubles its 

efforts to escape the denim prison in which it is unwillingly trapped. 

 ‘I’m concerned about the exam question I’ve just completed.’ 

 ‘So you should be,’ I say, sounding stricter than I mean to.  ‘You need to learn to 

focus more.’ 

 ‘Hey!  It’s your fault I’m distracted!’ she complains.  The unexpected surge of 

fighting spirit makes me want her more than ever. 

 ‘Speaking of which, you need to know... My morals rarely point due north but 

whatever I...am feeling for you, it won’t alter the way I mark your final paper.  Next week, 

you’re on your own.’  After which, you need never be alone again, I don’t say out loud. 

 ‘I wouldn’t want it any other way.’  I instinctively know from her determined 

expression that she means every word. 

 I nod and stand, holding a document folder across my groin to hide evidence of the 

substantial swelling that still remains.  Pulling a small business card out of my shirt pocket, I 



hand it over.  She glances down and registers the phone number which has been scrawled 

across the back, by my untidy hand. 

 ‘What’s this?’ 

 ‘My personal phone number.  I’d really like you to use it.’ 

 With a shy nod, she zips it carefully into her bag.  I know the best course of action is 

for me to leave the room, so I march towards the exit, aware of Annabel following on behind.  

But as I reach the door, a malevolent force takes over.  Instead of pulling the handle, I turn 

slowly and reach out for her.  We are equally unable to prevent the inevitable.  Our fingers 

sensually entwine; stroking, squeezing, saying so much more than words ever could.  To a 

casual bystander, our actions might look relatively innocent.  But judging by the wild turmoil 

currently consuming my mind, they are nothing of the sort. 

 ‘You have no idea how much I want you.’  My voice is so urgent, I can hardly release 

the words. 

 ‘I’ve got a pretty good idea because I feel exactly the same.’ 

 ‘Tell me.’ 

 ‘I think of you every night, before I go to sleep.’  Her voice is low and breathy now, 

as the strength of her desire starts to shine through. 

 ‘While you’re touching yourself?’ 

 ‘Yeah.’  Despite her obvious shyness at admitting such a thing, her eyes never leave 

mine. 

 ‘Fuck.’  My response is grunted in the form of a pained release.  Our fingers continue 

to slide sensually together, ensuring that the ache in my cock becomes unbearable.  I honestly 

can’t take much more of this.  I’ve never known such torture.  ‘What about Aaron?’ 

 ‘What about him?’ 

 ‘Don’t force me to get heavy with the competition...because I will.’ 

 ‘There’s nothing!’  I believe her.  

 ‘Good.  Because I’m not holding back right now, to allow some jock to sidle his way 

in.’ 

 ‘Why are you holding back then?  Your job?’ 

 ‘My job’s a nice gig, but you’re more important,’ I shrug.  ‘You’re very talented and 

you deserve to be awarded your degree.  With final exams next week, we don’t have to wait 

long.’ 

 She huffs and I glance at her questioningly. 

 ‘Feels like forever right now!’ 



 I can’t help but silently agree.  Just one kiss would be enough to see us through our 

remaining time apart.  Suddenly, the devil I’ve been fighting so hard against, unexpectedly 

takes control.  Leaning towards the door, I fasten the lock and flick off the lights, plunging 

the room into near darkness.  I hear a swift inhale of breath beside me, but Annabel doesn’t 

protest.   

 ‘Then, allow me to provide you with a very brief reprieve.’ 

 Pushing her up against the door, I take one final step to trap her delectable body in 

place.  I love the way her breath catches in her throat as I draw nearer, the passion between us 

almost tangible.  Wrapping my hands delicately around her face, I encourage her closer.  Her 

mouth is already slightly open when we finally make contact, allowing me to tenderly suckle 

on a plump upper lip, occasionally running my tongue teasingly along her soft skin. 

 At the sound of Annabel’s pleasurable groan, my cock, which is trapped between us, 

jerks in response.  Her fingers slide through my hair, tugging slightly.  Without realising it, 

she’s located one of my hot spots, which effectively removes my last vestige of self-control.  

With a primitive growl, I take ownership of her mouth; plundering, demanding, possessing.  

She tastes so sweet, as our tongues work in delightful harmony, each driving the other on to 

enhance our mutual pleasure. 

 With no idea how long we stood there, snogging like two sex-starved teenagers, 

something in my mind finally sees sense.  I gently pull back, breaking our kiss.   My face 

breaks out into a grin as she stares back in disbelief through the low light.  From her panting 

mouth and wide-open eyes, right down to trembling legs which are scarcely able to support 

her body weight, Annabel is pretty much looking like my perfect woman right now.  In my 

wildest dreams, I hadn’t been expecting such an intensity of passion to spring up between us.  

From just a kiss?  Jeez.  I leave her with one truth to ponder over, until we next meet. 

 ‘You do know we’re going to be dynamite in bed, right?’ 

 

Chapter 3 

Luke 

 I’ve never wished so fervently to be on the receiving end of a text in my entire life.  I 

try to push away the multiple scenarios which are whisking around my head, each one more 

horrifying than the last.  What if she’s lost my number?  Maybe she’s feeling too shy to make 

contact?  Or she’s purposefully decided not to call because she hates that I risked everything, 

just for a kiss.  But then, what a kiss... 



 It’s Saturday afternoon when I finally hear the welcome ringtone, denoting the arrival 

of a message.  I grab my phone in the same way a drowning man might seize a life raft and 

rapidly swipe across the screen to reveal an unknown number.  It has to be her!  The message 

states she’s missing me.  I’m buoyed by its simplicity, knowing the courage it would have 

taken Annabel to press send. 

 Without even thinking, I reply, requesting her address.  I know I’d promised myself 

that one kiss would see us through until the end of exams, but I was wrong.  The woman is 

like a drug; the more I taste, the more I crave, and so continues the never-ending cycle.  And 

until she’s a living, breathing part of me, my thirst for her will never be quenched. 

 One minute later, I find myself staring in disbelief at the screen of my phone.  She’s 

actually provided me with her home address.  Whilst trying to text a response, I 

simultaneously grab my car keys and sprint out of the house. 

 “10mins” I type and hit send.  That’s all the warning she’s getting. 

 As good as my word, ten minutes later, I pull up outside her door, realising in my 

haste that I’ve failed to even drag a comb through my hair.  Dressed in ripped jeans and a 

short-sleeved T-shirt, I briefly wonder if she’ll be bothered about what I look like at this 

juncture.  Fuck it.  If her thoughts are anywhere near as dirty as mine, she won’t give a toss 

what I’m wearing. 

 I slam the car door shut, striding purposefully up the path before knocking three 

times.  The door quickly opens and I step inside.  Two seconds is all it takes to ascertain that 

her house is charming, that we’re alone and that she might even be feeling as hot and horny 

as I am.  As the door clicks shut behind us, we are all over each other.  Her hands feel 

amazing across my shoulders and back, and I pull her into the deepest, most urgent kiss of 

my life.  What the hell has this woman done to me?  It feels as though a dormant, sleeping 

monster has been awakened.  And it has just one single-minded ambition. 

 Swiftly gathering her into my strong arms, I effortlessly lift her lithe form.  Annabel’s 

long legs naturally wrap around my body as I stride towards the staircase.  Having located her 

bedroom, I fall with her onto the bed, her breathy sighs testing my willpower, time and time 

again.  As eager hands immediately start to explore my body, I’m obliged to take hold of her 

wrists.  Pinning them easily to the bed, I straddle her delectable hips and look straight down 

into her eyes, ensuring I have her full attention. 

 ‘I’m not gonna fuck you.’  Even my ears sense a tone of regret. 

 ‘What then?’  Her words are panted through an open mouth that so desperately needs 

my teasing touch. 



 ‘I want to remind you exactly what it is that you’re waiting for.’ 

 ‘What’s that?’ 

 ‘Words have never been my forte.  How about I just show you?’ 

 Releasing her wrists, my hands move to her vest top and I slide it over her head with 

ease.  The softest whimpers fill the air, as my hands expertly sink out of sight and unfasten 

her bra.  She gazes up at me trustingly, whilst I stroke the straps from her arms. 

 ‘Holy fuck!’ 

 I can’t control the words that slip out of my mouth.  The woman laying beneath me is 

totally breathtaking.  I’ve never really understood before, but I’m starting to appreciate how 

love might drive a man to total distraction. 

 ‘I’m so sorry.  But I literally can’t stop myself.’ 

 Shifting my line of sight from her astonished face to a hardened nipple, I submit to 

my overwhelming desire.  Gradually, I lower my salivating mouth to worship her.   

 

Annabel 

 Oh my God!  I can’t believe he’s in my house.  I can’t believe he’s on my bed.  And I 

really can’t believe what my eyes are seeing.  I’m staring, open-mouthed towards my chest, 

heart hammering out of control.  Luke is poised, fully focussed, hovering just above my 

nipple.  It looks pink, hard, swollen and I know that just one touch of his mouth will 

overwhelm me.  As it is, my lips are still bruised from the passion of our stolen kiss in the 

lecture theatre, my face satisfyingly scratched by his stubble.  I dread to think what havoc he 

could wreak when my entire body is laid out at his disposal.  The idea is certainly a 

tantalizing one. 

 I’m surprised to find my shaking body naturally taking control, ignoring my tangled 

thoughts.  Contrary to my will, my back arches against the mattress, in order to reduce the 

smallest gap which still exists between us.  And then it happens.  I feel his warm, moist lips 

wrapping firmly around their target, pulling such a sensitive part of my body inside his 

mouth.  I groan wantonly, grateful that the walls of my house are thick.  As liquid starts to 

pool in my panties, I know that I’ve never been this turned on in my life.  I’ve also never 

been with a man who can reduce me to complete mush, with the smallest movement of his 

tongue. 

 My hips squirm, as he releases one nub, only to shift straight over to the other.  

Grasping it between his teeth, he gently clamps down, pulsing steadily.  This time, I swallow 



a squeal deep within my throat, my head thrashing from side to side on the pillow, fists 

clenched into tight balls.  Despite my extreme reaction, Luke’s teeth hold onto me firmly, 

refusing to yield, knowing the pleasure his actions bring.  My pussy involuntarily streams in 

response.  

 ‘Naughty girl,’ I hear him groan, when he eventually releases my needy flesh. 

 ‘No.  I’m good,’ I pant, not entirely sure that can be true given our current situation. 

 ‘Trust me, you’d much rather be naughty.’  Luke’s grin is playful, as he repositions 

himself.  I hungrily consume the sight of his solid, muscular arms, encircled with tattoos 

before I’m distracted by the slow removal of my skirt and panties in one fluid movement.  

And just like that, I am completely naked before him.  I watch his eyes devour my body, 

taking a good, long fill.  But his adoration doesn’t make me feel uncomfortable.  On the 

contrary, the longer he stares at my feminine curves, the more desirable I feel. 

 ‘Why?’ I just manage to gasp. 

 ‘Because,’ he growls, gently encouraging my legs apart, before settling himself 

between them.  ‘Bad girls go to heaven in a way that good girls never will.’ 

 With infinite tenderness, I feel his lips on my inner thigh, teasing playfully. 

 ‘Please,’ I breathe, quite surprised to already find myself begging. 

 ‘Mmmm.’  That’s all he murmurs as he continues to taste me, so unbearably close to 

where I need to feel his touch.  I shuffle my legs wider apart, in the hope of encouraging him 

nearer.  It doesn’t work.  He drags his tongue deliciously from knee to hip, causing me to roll 

and twist beneath him, but to no avail.  He’s savouring the moment; taking this in his own 

sweet time. 

 ‘Luke, please.’  My words sound increasingly desperate now.  He moves closer to his 

target, causing another surge of arousal through my pussy.  He’s so close that I am trembling 

in reaction to each of his hot outward breaths against my sensitive flesh.  I have more pleas 

than I know what to do with until, at last, I sense compassion.  The flat of his tongue slides up 

the length of one of my swollen lips, causing me to cry out as I physically shudder.  I can feel 

him repeating the movement on the opposite side.  Instantly, my body clenches up, 

anticipating what is to follow. 

 I reach down and sink my fingers through his hair whilst his exploratory tongue slides 

straight up the length of my pussy.  As his warm mouth wraps around my clit, sucking me 

gently into his mouth, I squeal in response. 



 ‘Fuuuu-uuuucckkkk!’  I bellow my despair into the still air of the room.  My hips start 

to rock against the inconceivable sensations his mouth is causing, hoping that he never, ever, 

ever stops.   

 I glance down in disbelief, only to find that Luke is looking directly up at me.  I’m 

engulfed by a surge of exhilaration, to see his eyes crinkle at the corners with genuine 

pleasure.  But his mouth uncompromisingly continues its work, light stubble digging slightly 

into my delicate skin.  The most bitter sweet pain I have ever known in my entire life. 

 Our gazes remain locked, as a sense of shock fills me.  I know that Luke recognises 

the shift, simply by reading the incredulous expression on my face.  It feels as though I’m 

close to orgasm, but that only ever happens when I’m alone with a vibrator.  A guy has never 

got close to achieving it before.  And I wouldn’t even know what an orgasm felt like, without 

penetration. 

 I shake my head in disbelief, trying to dismiss the tell-tale signs of my body preparing 

for the ultimate pleasure; one that I have never shared with another living soul.  A sensual, 

aching heat fills my abdomen as my head becomes fuzzy.  I can barely focus on what’s 

happening.  I don’t understand.  I swallow hard, my throat parched from breathing so heavily, 

painful from crying out. 

 ‘Oh God!’ 

 The words fall out of my mouth before I’ve even registered them.  I can feel Luke’s 

hands sliding up my body.  His thumb and forefinger locate my nipples, still damp from his 

mouth.  I grind myself against him as another whimper escapes my throat.  I’m so close.  So.  

Close. 

 ‘Oh fuck, oh fuck, oh fuck.’  I chant the words almost hysterically, continuing to work 

rhythmically against his face as the sensations build.  And then, at the optimal moment, his 

wicked fingers clamp down firmly, rolling my throbbing nipples with perfect pressure.  And 

I’m lost.  With a howl of ecstasy, a white sheet of light fills my vision, even though my eyes 

are already tightly closed.  And as though he is reading my mind, his mouth remains fully 

engaged, as I ride the wave of pure ecstasy which goes on and on, without letting up.   

 I’ve never known an orgasm like it; it feels as though he is purposefully extending the 

pleasure, drawing it out, testing my tolerance to understand how much I can physically 

endure.  With a strangled cry, I feel a gush of liquid escape my tightly clenched pussy, before 

I collapse back onto the bed, totally spent.  Immediately, Luke releases his intimate hold, 

wriggling up the bed to join me.  I sense he’s aware of the impact of his actions and, saying 

nothing, he simply wraps my naked body into his strong arms.  He’s so close, the raw, 



masculine smell of him fills my nostrils, creating wickedly decadent images in my mind.  The 

experience of being held comfortingly against his broad chest is certainly a heady one and I 

have no desire to escape. 

 It takes a little time for me to recover, but eventually I do.  I’m aware of his thick, 

powerful length pressed between our bodies, making me feel a little lightheaded again. 

 ‘This time next week you’re mine, Ms Jenkins.  Never forget that.’  I’m not sure if it’s 

his words, or the sensual, urgent way they are spoken, but if I hadn’t already been lying 

down, I would definitely have fallen. 

 ‘I’m yours right now.’  It was true.  There was no denying it any longer. 

 ‘You are so fucking sexy,’ he growls.  With his face just inches away, I can smell my 

arousal on his breath.   

 His mouth falls against mine and we kiss each other with a passion that rips the breath 

from my lungs.  I’m just starting to get used to the intense sensations of our erotic coupling, 

when one of Luke’s hands strokes teasingly down my body.  I’m powerless to prevent myself 

from opening my legs wide, desperate for the return of his talented touch, savouring the feel 

of his fingers impacting my slippery wetness.  My stomach muscles clamp down hard, as he 

daringly slides a single finger deep inside my spasming body.  Unable to shout out, I groan 

my pleasure deep into his warm mouth; a sound which he willingly reflects in return. 

 The incredible sensation of his finger retracting is almost overwhelming, particularly 

when my mind skips back to one of our earlier lectures, during which I’d observed his long 

fingers touching my screen.  To think then, that this would be happening mere weeks later.  

Instead of removing his dripping finger from my body as I’d assumed, it is joined by a 

second and thrust back inside.  I clamp down hard around the welcome intrusion.  My actions 

cause Luke to grunt in appreciation of my strong grip.  It doesn’t take much imagination to 

guess what he’s thinking at this very second. 

 He starts to rock his hand, his long fingers curling dangerously deep.  Pressing, 

rubbing, stroking, releasing.  I know exactly what he’s trying to locate, and by the reaction of 

my shuddering, jerking body, he’s already found my G-spot.  I can feel a heat start to build, a 

pressure that’s way beyond my control, as my breathing becomes sharp and shallow.  I try to 

pull my mouth away to draw in precious oxygen, but Luke wraps his spare hand around the 

back of my head, holding me firm. 

 He pulls back slightly, breaking our kiss and I suck in a lungful of welcome air. 

 ‘I want you to scream into my mouth,’ he groans.   



 I damn near come then and there, just from hearing his wicked instructions.  With a 

groan of acceptance, I return to his welcome mouth and kiss him deeply, trying to manage 

my feelings of lust, desire and intense need.  He slightly alters the position of his hand with 

devastating consequences.  Although his long fingers continue to plunge inside me, his 

knuckles now begin to impact against my clit, each and every time he sinks inside. 

 I try to utter a profanity but just end up groaning against his probing tongue.  I can 

scarcely believe it, but he’s guiding me right to the door of another orgasm.  This time, the 

sensation hits me hard and fast, my entire body stiffening within his arms, before submitting 

to his intense sexuality.  On and on he encourages me, never once letting up, as I come apart 

beside him.  I lose count of the number of climaxes he pushes me through.  Every time I think 

he’s going to let me rest, he cajoles my increasingly exhausted body towards another high.  It 

is, without doubt, the most satisfying yet exhausting sexual encounter I have ever 

experienced.  Bar none. 

 I’m not sure if I pass out for a short while, but there is certainly a hazy period, during 

which I have no recollection.  Very gently, Luke retracts his fingers from my satiated body 

and kisses my forehead. 

 ‘You’re amazing,’ I eventually manage to stutter. 

 ‘You’re not so bad yourself,’ he replies, nudging his nose against my face.  ‘I can’t 

wait to be inside you.’ 

 ‘I can’t wait either.’  My response is breathy but one hundred percent truthful. 

 ‘You need to know that I’ll be invigilating at least one of your exams next week, so 

be prepared.’  It’s kind of him to give me fair warning.  After what we’ve just experienced, I 

know I’ll never be able to act normally in front of him again.  ‘Although the answer you 

provided in your mock exam question confirms that you work extremely well under pressure.  

That’s very satisfying to know.  I have no concerns about your...performance now.’ 

 ‘We’re talking about the exams, right?’ 

 With a swift wink and a grin, he eases himself from my bed.  There is no way he can 

hide the enormous hard-on trapped within his jeans.  Hell!  What I wouldn’t give...  He gazes 

down at my naked body with a look I’m unable to decipher.  Is it regret, need, lust, or 

something else? 

 ‘Stay there and rest,’ he instructs me.  ‘I’ll let myself out.’ 

 My face must have reflected the concern I feel.  I know he said up front that he wasn’t 

going to fuck me, but after what we’ve just experienced, I don’t understand how he has the 

strength to walk away.  I know I couldn’t. 



 ‘Please don’t look so worried,’ he says with a half-smile, bending down to stroke a 

lock of hair from my face.  ‘The truth is, I don’t trust myself with you any longer.  So if I’m 

going to even partially stand by our agreement, I need to go...right now.’ 

 

Chapter 4 

Annabel 

 My wrist aches from writing intensely for the past three hours.  Less than a minute 

remains on the clock and I have one final fact to impart, before I’m done.  I remember the 

information clearly, largely because Luke mentioned it during the very first class he’d taught.  

The first day my eyes ever rested on him; the instant I’d fallen hard. 

 His voice breaks the long silence, ending my daydream. 

 ‘That’s it, folks.  Pens down, please.’ 

 I glance up in the direction of Luke’s voice.  It was the first time in three hours I’d 

looked at him and that had been very purposefully done.  It was true he presented a major 

distraction, but he’d given me fair warning that he’d be here, so I’d been able to prepare 

myself.  In a dazed state, I watch the invigilators stride up and down the long rows of desks, 

collecting the exam questions and answer papers back in.  With a thrill, I realise that I’ve just 

completed my penultimate university exam.  The last one is tomorrow, after which... who 

knows what will happen? 

 ‘Excuse me, Professor?’  An immature, giggly student raises her hand, once the 

papers are all safely accounted for. 

 ‘Yes, Tricia.’  The formal tone Luke uses, suggests he isn’t particularly impressed by 

her.  I can’t say I blame him.  She’s been outwardly flirting with him all year, to no avail. 

 ‘May I write a final assignment for our class on the board?’ 

 ‘Sure,’ he shrugs casually.  I get the impression that very little would faze him.  A 

prickle of excitement fills my tummy, as I realise that my naked body definitely fazed him to 

some degree. 

 “Final assignment 8pm tonight at The Hideout.”  The location was the local drinking 

haunt for the discerning student.  Tricia had written the words in curly, artistic letters.  I half 

expected her to dot each ‘i’ with a heart and felt strangely disappointed when she failed to do 

so. 



 ‘At the risk of sounding like one of your parents, don’t you have another exam 

tomorrow?’  I stifle a chuckle at Luke’s dryly executed comment.  It really wasn’t 

appropriate to break out the bubbly just yet. 

 ‘It’s only a quick drink,’ she leaps in to explain.  ‘You’ll join us, won’t you?’ 

 A murmur of consent echoes around the room, as Tricia flutters her eyelashes 

winningly. 

 ‘I’ll be pretty busy marking,’ he explains, patting the large stack of papers beside him.  

My stomach rolls over in anticipation.  Once he’s finished marking our papers, he and I will 

be free.  ‘But I’ll try and drop by,’ he concedes, ending the interview. 

 As we all scrape our chairs and stand, I chance a swift glance in Luke’s direction, but 

he doesn’t look up.  With a deep sigh, I grab my bag and join everyone in the warm summer 

sunshine. 

 Later on, against my better judgement, I take a break from revising for a swift 

celebratory drink at The Hideout.  Contrary to its name, located right in the middle of town 

and with huge glass windows, it is possibly the least likely place you would choose to hide 

out.  Nevertheless, I buy a glass of white wine and drift towards the boisterous group taking 

up one corner of the establishment.  Surprisingly, given they will all be sitting their final 

university exam scarcely twelve hours from now, most of my fellow students are present.  If I 

stay for as long as an hour, I’ll be surprised.  Observing them, I am once again reminded of 

the age gap that exists between myself and the majority.  My eyes swiftly search for Luke but 

he isn’t here.  A wave of disappointment passes through me; in all honesty, the hope of 

seeing him is probably the only reason I bothered turning out tonight. 

 ‘Hey Annabel!’  Having obviously already enjoyed a number of pints, Aaron has 

reached the flirty stage.  I sigh inwardly, subtly shrugging off the hand he places around my 

shoulder.  Even sober, nobody could accuse him of being subtle and from the various 

approaches he’s made over the months, I know he’s interested in me.  The feeling is certainly 

not mutual. 

 ‘Lovely to see you,’ I say, a little over-enthusiastically.  ‘But I must have a quick 

word with Jane.’   

 ‘Make sure it is quick,’ he insists.  I escape his lecherous reach and head towards a 

girl I really don’t know that well.  I’d only chosen her because she was situated the furthest 

distance from Aaron.  Fortunately, I am warmly welcomed into her small group of friends, 

where I happily spend half an hour chatting. 



 When I next glance at my watch, I realise sleep is an absolute necessity, if I’m going 

to perform at anywhere near my best in the exam tomorrow.  Quietly saying my goodbyes, I 

head towards the exit.  The cool air is a welcoming change from the warm, stuffy atmosphere 

of the bar.  Taking a deep, calming breath, I shrug on my jacket. 

 ‘Hey!  You never came back!’  Aaron’s voice rings uncomfortably nearby.  I feel a 

shiver pass across my neck, and not in a good way.  ‘Let me walk you home.’ 

 ‘I’m fine, thanks,’ I say pointedly, once again sidestepping away his unwanted hand. 

 ‘Hey, c’mon gorgeous,’ he slurs, ensuring that an unpleasant waft of stale beer enters 

my personal space.  ‘Let’s not fight this.’ 

 ‘Get off me!’ I warn, as his unwelcome hand slides along the curve of my hip. 

 ‘Fuck, you’re gorgeous.’ 

 The guy was refusing to take “no” for an answer.  Horrified, I realise that the more I 

struggle, the more determined he becomes.  Suddenly, from out of nowhere, a sturdy hand 

clamps around Aaron’s wrist. 

 ‘Ow!  Jesus!’ he groans, quickly releasing me. 

 I gasp as a surge of longing engulfs my senses.  The man who has rescued me from 

Aaron’s intimidating presence, is none other than Luke himself.  He’s obviously even tougher 

than he looks; Aaron has practically been brought to his knees. 

 ‘I’m not sure you should be in the third year, Mr Burrows.’  Outwardly, Luke exudes 

an air of utter calm.  However, seeing his flared nostrils, and knowing how he feels about me, 

I’m guessing he’s anything but. 

 ‘Criminal Justice lesson 101.  You NEVER lay unsolicited hands on a lady.’ 

 ‘I wasn’t...’  Luke released him from a death grip, causing Aaron to cradle his wrist 

gently in his other hand. 

 ‘Hey.  I’m currently grading your exam paper.  Don’t make me subliminally mark 

you down for being an asshole.  Now, apologise to Annabel.’ 

 Aaron turned to face me, looking like a small boy who’d been caught stealing coins 

from his mum’s purse.   

 ‘Sorry,’ he just about managed to stutter in my direction.  I nod, in acceptance that 

he’s apologised, rather than forgiveness for his actions. 

 ‘And don’t ever let me find you in a similar situation again, or God help me.  Now 

fuck off.’ 

 



Luke 

 I was surprised, yet gratified, to watch Aaron flee like a scolded dog.  In his inebriated 

state, there was always a risk he’d try his chances at hitting me.  I’m quite capable of taking 

care of myself, but it wouldn’t look good to have his broken nose on my employment record. 

 ‘You okay?’  The instant the question had left my mouth, I knew it was a stupid one.  

Leaning against the wall, Annabel had her hand over her face, breathing fast.  Her pale 

complexion told me she had clearly been very afraid.  Of course she wasn’t okay!  Bloody 

idiot. 

 ‘Thanks to you, yeah.’  I dare to glance into her eyes for the first time since I’d left 

her bedroom.  Each moment since, she’d consumed my every thought.  

 ‘You heading home?’  She nods in confirmation.  ‘Then I’m walking with you.  And 

unlike our dear friend, I won’t be taking no for an answer.’ 

 ‘But, umm...’ 

 ‘No strings.  I promise,’ I murmur in a low voice, to ensure that only she can hear.  

‘You’re shaken and I need to ensure you get home safely.  Neither my hands, nor my lips, 

will touch your body tonight.’  Even though it will probably kill me, I don’t add.  She would 

never know the self-control it had taken, not to fuck her that afternoon.  Just like she probably 

wouldn’t appreciate the strength it took right now, not to comfort her in my arms. 

 For a while, we walk in companionable silence through streets that simply ooze 

antiquated charm.  My hands are shoved deep into my pockets; a constant reminder to 

continue fighting my natural reaction, which is to reach out for her. 

 ‘You wanna talk about it?’  I’m sensing she does. 

 ‘He just wouldn’t take no for an answer.’  Her sigh was an exasperated one, as though 

she truly couldn’t understand why. 

 ‘Can you blame the guy for trying?  You’re mesmerising.’  Well, it’s the truth. 

 ‘Thanks,’ she mutters, immediately blushing at the compliment.  I’m struggling to 

believe it, but she genuinely doesn’t appreciate how stunning she is. 

 ‘But your promise still stands?’  Is she teasing me?  I look across at her playfully and 

she grins back.  Perhaps our sensual tryst has removed some of the shyness she previously 

felt in my presence.  Oh yes, we are going to have so much fun together. 

 ‘Of course,’ I confirm. 

 ‘So you can resist?’ she queries, her question a clear challenge. 

 I emit a strangled laugh. 



 ‘He’s a boy.  I’m a man.  I play the long game.  And given the situation we find 

ourselves in, I’m making it my business to resist.’ 

 She glances back at me but says nothing. 

 ‘Besides,’ I add with a shrug.  ‘You already know that he won’t begin to measure up 

to what I can give you.’ 

 ‘And what’s that?’  Most of her bravado has gone.  I feel buoyed that she apparently 

agrees with my statement. 

 ‘Everything you deserve.’ 

 Having reached her home, we loiter awkwardly on the doorstep. 

 ‘Please come in.’  She reaches out for me but I purposefully step away, smiling 

regretfully. 

 ‘I mustn’t.  With a bit of luck, I should have finished marking the exam papers by 

tomorrow.  We don’t have long to wait now.’ 

 ‘But I don’t think I can wait another second!’  I can hear the desperation in her voice.  

It precisely matches the way I feel. 

 ‘If I walk through your door now, you know as well as I do, that we’ll be fucking all 

night.  That’s not going to put you in a good place for your final exam tomorrow, is it?’ 

 I revel in the gasp she takes, when my words register in her brain.  I know she wants 

this equally as much as I do.  But there is so little time to wait now.   

 ‘Goodnight, Annabel,’ I say with regret, knowing that I will be leaving her standing 

dejected on her doorstep.  What I’m doing goes against every screaming desire in my body, 

but at the same time, I know it’s the right course of action.  We both do. 

 

Chapter 5 

Annabel 

 I put down my pen with a controlled exhale, barely able to believe.  After what feels 

like a lifetime at university, I’ve completed my final exam.  Sighs of relief float around the 

room, even though we’re supposed to remain silent until all the papers are handed back.  The 

excitement is palpable.  There’s nothing any of us can do but wait now.  I fight hard to 

suppress a bubble of pure joy, hopeful in the face of uncertainty. What will reality actually 

look like this time tomorrow?  Not only am I free to move on with the rest of my life, but I 

am also free to be with the man I’m secretly infatuated with.  Once I get through today, could 

the seemingly impossible really come true? 



 The instant I’d stirred this morning, he had filled my mind.  Being awake so early, I’d 

taken a run through the nearby surrounding countryside, in the hope that it might clear my 

head and reduce the mounting sexual frustration which was actively plotting a means of 

escape from my lust-filled body.  The run didn’t help.  My desire for Luke had proved 

inextinguishable; a flame that burned hotter and hotter with every passing day. 

 ‘Well done everybody,’ said a broadly smiling invigilator.  ‘You’re free to go.’ 

 A spontaneous cheer erupts around the great hall as we all rise stiffly to our feet, 

grateful to step outside and feel the sun on our skin once more.  A long, hot summer stretches 

ahead and an image of Luke, his incredible body oiled by my own hands, springs to mind.  

Just then, the trill of various ringtones echo around us, as devices which were not permitted 

during the examination, are turned back on. 

 ‘Hey Annabel.’  The sound of his voice brings back unwelcome memories, causing a 

chill to run down my spine.  It was Aaron. 

 ‘I just wanted to say that I’m truly sorry.  I’d had way too much to drink and it will 

never happen again.’  He looks sorry too and I believe his apology is genuine. 

 ‘Thanks.  I appreciate that,’ I reply with a small smile.  He nods and walks away. 

 ‘Compulsory drinks tonight at The Hideout!’  A roar of approval floats around the 

group, in response to these chanted words. 

 ‘You’ll be there?’ asks Jane, the girl I’d enjoyed chatting to the previous evening. 

 ‘Unfortunately, I can’t.  I’ve got a long-standing engagement.’  Long-standing barely 

covers it.  Dinner with my family on this auspicious night, has been in the diary for three long 

years.  I pull an apologetic face at Jane, but it’s just for show.  I have no desire to replay the 

discomfort of the previous evening.   

 A shrill ringing breaks my thoughts and I glance at my phone, feeling an explosion of 

warmth as I read the words.  “My office?”  Trying and failing to hide a secret smile, I 

instantly alter my direction of travel and quickly make my way to Luke’s room. 

 I swallow down a feeling of elation that’s so all-consuming, it almost makes me feel 

sick.  Knocking twice on the heavy oak door, his footsteps can be heard approaching from the 

other side.  The door swings open and I gaze into his eyes, all my emotions laid bare. 

 ‘Come in,’ he just manages to growl. 

 The door has barely closed and we are all over each other.  Hands, tongues, fingers, 

lips, teeth.  The experience is intensely carnal; nothing else matters but to get close, closer, as 

close as two people can possibly be.  And then, as quickly as it had started, the pleasure 

stops.  Luke pulls away, holding me firmly by the shoulders.  It feels as though he is forcing 



us to maintain a safe distance, for fear of what might otherwise happen.  We stand there, 

panting heavily, gazing at each other through sparkling eyes. 

 ‘I only meant to congratulate you for completing your final exam, but things got a 

little out of hand.’ 

 ‘Thank you.’  I smile broadly, knowing that kind of praise will be accepted any day of 

the week! 

 ‘And as much as I’d like to remain here with you, unfortunately I have an exam I 

need to attend very shortly.  Then I’ve got more papers to mark.  The sooner that’s done, the 

sooner...’  He leaves his abandoned words hanging in the air that sizzles between us.  We 

both know exactly what he’s referring to. 

 ‘Would you come to dinner with me tonight?  It’s with my family, but it would mean 

a lot to share it with you too.  Please...’ 

 Briefly, he pauses to think. 

 ‘I’ll come,’ he confirms with a small smile, in recognition of his unintended double-

entendre. 

 ‘I’d really like that,’ I admit, grinning far too broadly for my comment to be 

misconstrued as innocent.  ‘Very much.’ 

 

Luke 

 I have to admit I was secretly apprehensive about meeting Annabel’s folks, but there 

was no need.  We spend a cosy, celebratory dinner at her parents’ home, with her sister 

Charlie also in attendance.  My only difficulty is maintaining concentration on whomever is 

speaking; all my eyes want to do is devour my date.  In a pretty summer dress, strappy 

sandals and minimal makeup, she looks utterly breathtaking.   

 To her credit, Annabel doesn’t once raise the subject of whether I have finished 

marking the papers yet, or what her examination mark might be.  Of course, if she did ask, I 

wouldn’t tell.  We both understand that our relationship is defined in a different way now; it 

has to be. 

 ‘So, how long have you been lecturing at the university, Luke?’  The question is 

asked by Annabel’s father.  He’s a no-nonsense kind of guy, which I have to say, I admire. 

 ‘Nearly a year.’ 

 ‘So Annabel is one of your first students?’ 



 ‘That’s correct.  Although of course, she’s no longer my student.  Her class sat their 

final exam yesterday and I finished marking this afternoon.’  I quickly glance across at 

Annabel to gauge her reaction and feel a warm glow of satisfaction fill me.  It makes the fact 

that I’d had to pull an all-nighter to get the job done, suddenly worthwhile.  Her face is an 

absolute picture.  With a slightly slack jaw, the hope and excitement in her eyes is there for 

all to see.  If it hadn’t have felt too weird, I’d have grabbed my phone and taken a photo, just 

so I could tease her about it later.  Instead, I send her the slyest of winks. 

 ‘So you can tell us how she did in her final exam then?’ 

 Then followed an uproar, as a flurry of “Don’t ask that, Dad!” and “Jim!” ricochets 

around the table. 

 I can’t help but laugh. 

 ‘Let’s just say that your daughter is incredibly gifted and has absolutely nothing to 

worry about.’ 

 I feel a warm hand slide over mine and I grab hold of it.  My eyes slide across to hers, 

the sight causing a warmth to fill my chest.  Cheekily, I encourage her hand to rest on my 

thigh.  I think I hear a suppressed squeak echo in her throat; it’s the first time she’s touched 

my muscled leg and I’m guessing she likes what she’s found. 

 ‘Just so long as you’re good enough for my daughter,’ he added, as an apparently 

throwaway remark. 

 This time, the reprimands he receives are even harsher, despite his words being 

spoken in a friendly way.  His statement is followed up with a casual shrug, but I don’t doubt 

the genuine concern behind his words.  I’m guessing that Annabel has already pre-warned her 

family about my past, in case it comes up in conversation.  But I trust they are sensible 

enough to understand that one mistake, particularly during those difficult adolescent years, 

shouldn’t be allowed to define the rest of someone’s life.  Regardless, something in the older 

man’s tone makes me want to offer reassurance. 

 ‘If you’d asked the twenty year old version of me that question, the answer would 

have undoubtedly been “Yes, of course I’m good enough!”  Even though, in reality, I 

wouldn’t let that boy within a mile of your precious daughter.’ 

 I feel Annabel’s hand squeeze my thigh in reassurance.  Unfortunately, it has the 

opposite effect and I start to feel a hot, heavy throb commence in my cock.  Not the ideal 

time, by any stretch of the imagination. 

 ‘And today?’ 



 ‘Today, I can only hope that I’m good enough, and then work hard every day to try 

and prove that I am.’ 

 The words hadn’t fully left my mouth when I realised with horror that what I’d said 

was pretty cheesy.  It wasn’t meant to be a line – I’d simply spoken from the heart.  The 

broad grins and aaaaah’s my statement causes, along with Annabel’s mum clutching her 

chest with emotion, only helps to increase my embarrassment. 

 ‘I can’t ask for more than that,’ replies Jim, clearly satisfied. 

 With relief, I turn to respond to a question posed by her mother, only to feel 

Annabel’s nails dig into my thigh, before starting to rake their way upwards.  Suppressing a 

grunt, I grasp firmly around her wrist, subtly pushing it back down again, sending her a 

warning glare.  Swallowing hard, I’m aware of a dangerous need starting to take over my 

senses.  Fortunately, conversation breaks as the table is cleared of dishes.  Fleetingly, just the 

two of us remain in the room and I take my chance. 

 Capturing her in my gaze, as a lion might observe a gazelle, my lips break into a 

small, knowing smile.  She is clearly enormously pleased with herself, that she’s managed to 

provoke such an obvious reaction in me.  Her wicked sense of satisfaction is practically 

oozing from every pore.  I know exactly what she’s thinking.  Leaning close, I catch the 

aroma of her warm, sensual body.  Almost against my will, I am drawn to placing my large 

hand inappropriately high on her leg.  I circle my fingers teasingly, moving higher and higher 

towards her panties, which I’d willingly bet were sodden by now.  I know Annabel is 

growing hotter under my touch.  She’s torn between wanting me to stop because of her 

family being nearby, and desperately needing me to continue, for her own physical relief.  

The entire scenario provides me with a perverse sense of pleasure. 

 ‘Test me any further and you’ll quickly discover that payback, as a consequence of 

your actions tonight, is dispensed hard and fast.  Very hard.  So behave.’ 

 Red-faced, Annabel gulps, as a visible shiver of lust engulfs her.  She quickly 

snatches her hand from my thigh at the sound of somebody returning, so I casually remove 

my hold over her.  Seconds later, her sister is gliding into the room with a tray of coffee, 

giving us both a knowing look. 

 ‘Excuse me,’ I mutter, rising from the table.  I swiftly make my way towards the 

cloakroom, hopeful that a little time apart might help the blood in my body redistribute itself.  

Right now, it all appears to be converging on my cock. 

 A few minutes later, I’m heading down the hallway, to rejoin the party, when Annabel 

appears from nowhere and drags me into a darkened corner. 



 ‘I want you so fucking badly,’ she groans, encouraging my head down to join hers.  

Our lips instinctively fuse together, revelling in being reunited once more.  Our kiss is 

fraught, hard and desperate.  I embrace her, captured within my arms, as though I never 

intend to let go.  It doesn’t take long before our groans get out of hand and, for the sake of 

propriety, I pull back slightly. 

 ‘Stop turning me on in there,’ I warn, in little more than a growl.  ‘I’m trying to make 

a good impression.’ 

  ‘Don’t worry,’ she gasps, still trying to gather her senses after our incredible kiss.  

‘They loved you within five minutes of stepping inside their home tonight.  Besides, what 

about making a good impression with me?’ 

 ‘Ha!  I’m not worried about that.’ 

 ‘No?’  I like this side of her; one that isn’t afraid to challenge me.  To be my true 

equal. 

 ‘No,’ I confirm in a low murmur.  ‘And once you’ve felt me inside you later tonight, 

it’s not something that will ever cross your mind again.’ 

 ‘Fuck!  Take me home right now.’  I know she means it too.  Boy, does she mean it! 

 ‘No, you can wait.’  I chuckle at the look of horror on her face.  ‘You reap what you 

sow.  Besides, I’ve got the rest of my life to keep proving my worth to you.  Until then, keep 

your hands to yourself and try to act like the good girl we both know you aren’t.’ 

 Grinning at her astonished expression, I saunter back into the fray.  I’m aware that I 

look more than a little pleased with myself but I’m way beyond caring. 

 

Chapter 6 

Annabel 

 By the time we leave my family, the number of eye meets that Luke and I are sharing 

is verging on the ridiculous.  I did hope we weren’t being too obvious, but in all honesty, the 

lust was probably there for all to see.  When I suggested it was time for us to leave, my 

grinning sister had said “Yeah, you should” in a rather pointed way.  I cringe slightly now, 

just remembering.  But what’s a girl to do?  The man is utterly gorgeous. 

 As though to prove my own point, I glance subtly over to the driver’s side and enjoy 

the angles of his handsome face, illuminated by the dashboard light.  I’m sitting in an ultra-

flash, low-slung sports car which probably cost more than my entire life savings, and then 



some.  It’s a stark reminder that I’m actually playing with an incredibly influential business 

man, even though he does everything to hide the fact. 

 ‘Your family are amazing.’  I glow in his reflected praise. 

 ‘Thanks, they are.  And the appreciation was definitely mutual.  They adored you 

too.’ 

 Right on cue, my phone buzzes.  It’s a text from Charlie. 

 “Loved him!  You two are perfect together!  Lucky cow!  I bet he’s heaven.” 

 I try to fight the first reply that springs into my mind.  Unfortunately, alcohol and lust 

are responsible for eradicating my last remnant of self-control, so I begin to type. 

 “Heaven is somewhere he’s certainly well acquainted with!” 

 ‘What are you sniggering about?’ 

 ‘Nothing.’  But both my tone and massive grin give me away. 

 ‘Come on you.  Let’s go.’  Without realising it, we’ve arrived back at my place.  

Within seconds, we’re out of the car, racing towards the front gate, with only one thing on 

our minds.  As we make our way purposefully up the garden path, I reach for his ass. 

 ‘Stop.’  The instruction is a simple one but I don’t believe he means it.  ‘Don’t you 

know what a man on the edge looks like?’ 

 ‘Not really.’  The pained expression on his face is a delight to behold.  Gleefully, I 

unlock the door, knowing that I’m responsible for it. 

 With a growl of relief which sets every sense within my body onto high alert, Luke 

simultaneously kicks the door shut and whisks me into his embrace.  More than happy for 

him to take charge, he guides me backwards onto the sofa as his lips claim mine.  Hands all 

over each other, we collapse down as our kiss deepens considerably, the searing passion 

igniting.  As our hands tear at each other’s clothing, I grunt with pleasure when his day-old 

stubble sinks into my face.  In our haste, material is strained and fastenings ripped.  Both of 

us have only one priority; nothing else matters. 

 ‘What would you give, to have my cock right now?’  Having broken our kiss, Luke’s 

voice is commanding as he efficiently drags all remaining clothes away from my trembling 

skin. 

 ‘Anything!’ I gasp.  The sight before me is certainly one to behold.  With a 

determined look, Luke glares down at me; primed and primitive.  Given the challenging 

circumstances I was operating under, I’ve done a pretty good job removing his clothing.  He 

has nothing on the chiselled upper half of his body and I’m clearly able to see his chest 

expanding and contracting as he tries to steady his breath.  On his bottom half, he wears a 



pair of black trunks.  Immediately, I can feel my mouth starting to salivate.  I desperately 

want to taste what lies beneath. 

 ‘Really?’  His tone sends a shiver up my spine, straight into the base of my skull. 

 ‘Yeah.’ 

 ‘In that case, keep your legs open,’ he instructs with a wicked smile.  ‘And I mean 

wide open.  Whatever happens...’ 

 A strangled cry escapes my disbelieving lips as I watch his mouth descend.  The 

second he makes contact and suckles my sensitive flesh, I honestly can’t control my 

reactions.  Naturally, my legs close and wrap around his head. 

 ‘I’m serious,’ he says, pulling back to stare at me.  But his expression, filled with 

devilish amusement, tells quite a different story.  I try to suppress a blast of desire, as I watch 

his eyes slide left and then right, silently ordering me to open my legs once more. 

 Panting noisily, I follow his instructions.  Quickly, his mouth surrounds and captures 

my clit, rhythmically stroking with his tongue, sucking me inside.  The sensation is beyond 

all comprehension. 

 ‘Fuck!’ I bellow out with surprise, aware that my legs are starting to clamp together 

once more. 

 ‘Uh-uh.’  Luke manages to issue a clear warning, without once removing the contact 

of his mouth.  The vibrations of his deep tone snake deliciously through the most sensitive 

part of my body and I’m lost. 

 I try so hard to follow his instructions but it’s practically impossible.  A cry escapes 

from me, like a trapped animal, desperate to be freed.  And then, I’m struck by a sudden blast 

of inspiration.  Releasing the cushion and seat back that I’ve been grasping onto so forcibly, 

my hands leap to the insides of my legs and push down firmly, forcing myself to remain open 

to him.  Straight away, an internal battle commences within my body, as the resisting strength 

of my arms and legs are pitted against each other.  I can feel every muscle in my body 

straining, as an impending climax looms large. 

 ‘Oh God!’  How on earth does he do this?  How can he possibly create this much 

pleasure?  To bring me to the very edge of heaven with such minimal effort?  And then, all 

thoughts abandon me.  With his mouth working relentlessly, I ascend to experience the first 

of an obscene number of orgasms that night. 

 It takes a little time to regain my faculties; I didn’t exactly lose consciousness, but I 

certainly wasn’t mentally present either.  The first thing I appreciate is that my body is 

shuddering out of control; the second is that Luke has altered position and must have 



removed his final item of clothing.  He is now hovering above me, teasingly circling the thick 

head of his cock round and around my dripping pussy. 

 ‘O-hhhhh!’ 

 ‘Talk to me about contraception.’ 

 ‘I’m on the pill!’ I gasp, not wanting to interrupt our pleasure. 

 ‘Because of me?’ 

 Heat rushes to my face as I chew my lower lip, nodding gently.  Yes, for you.  Am I 

really that obvious?  My sex life had been practically non-existent for years.  But I’d visited 

the doctor’s straight after that first meeting in Luke’s study, in the hope that I might, one day, 

find myself in this very position. 

 For a precious moment, suspended in time, we simply observe each other, his eyes 

narrowing thoughtfully as he considers my response.  Our faces are close together, gasping 

breaths bouncing across each other’s skin.  Without breaking eye contact, he starts to feed me 

the first few inches.  The feeling is phenomenal, as my tight body is encouraged to expand, 

thanks to his impressive girth. 

 No longer capable of speech, I’m set to communicate only through gasps and groans.  

Gently but persistently, he sinks continually inside and I grunt in response.  I haven’t even 

seen the evidence yet, but I already know he is very well endowed.  At last, after a seemingly 

never-ending entry, our groins mesh and I can feel him deep inside; deeper than I’ve ever felt 

before. 

 I open my mouth to cry out, but no sound escapes.  He’s above me.  Dominating me.  

Watching my reactions carefully and adjusting accordingly as, all the while, his eyes bore 

into mine. 

 ‘You are so fucking sexy.’  He speaks the words when his cock is buried to its fullest 

extent.  I watch his pupils dilate slightly before his eyelids close, as though the sensations are 

too much, even for him. 

 I swallow a gasp, unable to respond, as his mouth drops to mine.  Retracting slightly, 

Luke’s hips commence their gentle rocking, tenderly preparing my body for what is to 

follow; an utter annihilation of my self-control, if I’m any judge. 

 Our kiss is wild, passionate, hungry and demanding; the complete opposite of his 

quiet, yet insistent hips which are rapidly leading me straight back up the pleasure scale.  

Gradually, I feel my body start to relax and accept his bulk, ready to take everything he has to 

give.  Luke must have sensed it too, because he starts to increase the pace, gradually forcing 



me further down into the sofa.  It isn’t the most comfortable piece of furniture but right now, 

I’m way past caring. 

 In order to drive into me further, he releases my mouth from our kiss and I cry out.  

Rolling my eyes to look up at him, there is a look of sheer determination on his face.  As I 

clamp down even harder, the force with which he drives into me increases substantially. 

 ‘Fuck!’ I cry out in despair.  My vision is becoming increasingly blurred and it’s 

impossible to focus any longer.  I know he’s going to make me lose it again, real soon.  He 

obviously knows how close I am and drives deeper still, using the resistance that the sofa 

provides to fuck me for all he’s worth. 

 ‘Go on!’ he urges, in a tone deeper than I’ve ever heard issued from his mouth before. 

 ‘Oh God!’ I cry, yet even to my own ears, it sounds like garbled nonsense.  I start to 

shake my head in bewildered disbelief, jaw hanging open, my brain no longer able to cope 

with the plethora of feelings I’m experiencing. 

 ‘Come for me,’ he demands, before dropping his mouth to my collar bone and grazing 

his teeth all the way up my neck. 

 Panting feverishly, a whimper accompanies every exhale, my entire body clenching 

down hard.  Heat surges to my abdomen, my throbbing pussy aching with need.  I no longer 

care that I’m making some truly incredible noises.  Every one of my senses is overloaded; 

sight, smell, touch, taste, sound, all beaming into my mind with limitless clarity.  I literally 

had no idea that sex could be this intense, this pleasurable, this frantic, this addictive.  If this 

is what other people experience, I’m surprised anything ever gets done in the world.  As that 

final thought drifts out of my mind, Luke’s skill ensures that I don’t think about anything else 

for a very long time. 

 

Luke 

 Don’t come.  Not yet.  Don’t you dare come.  The feelings are too much.  Nothing on 

earth feels like being inside this woman.  I’ve always prided myself on being able to last a 

long time, but not today.  Today she is obviously intent on stealing my self-control, 

apparently just as effortlessly as she has stolen my heart. 

 A squeal of despair precedes Annabel disintegrating into a mammoth climax.  I pause 

all movement, allowing us both to absorb the intensity of sensation.  She orgasms with a 

force of which I have never known the like of before.  With a groan of despair, I have no 

option but to ride it out, clamped unbearably tightly, as her internal muscles move in 



tempting waves, up and down my rigid, throbbing cock.  I try my very best to suppress my 

impending release; she has me right on the edge.  Gritting my teeth, I sense her descending 

from her pleasure high, knowing I’ve succeeded, this time at least. 

 She lays limp in my arms, her satiated body having definitely earned a little recovery 

time.  Taking advantage of this, I decide on a change of venue.  Sofas are great for quick 

fucks and interesting angles, but I intend to take my slow, sweet time.  I gather Annabel 

easily into my arms and stand, her legs automatically wrapping around me.  She groans a 

little, as I transport her upstairs, sunk satisfying low on my cock.  I’m grateful that I already 

understand the layout of her home from my previous visit, ensuring an efficient transfer to 

her bed. 

 Immediately, I resume with slow hip movements, wanting to make sure she feels 

every single inch of me.  The shift in our position is allowing me to tunnel even deeper than 

before, nudging against her cervix with each forward plunge. 

 ‘Oh my God!’ she just manages to gasp, her face red with exertion. 

 ‘You feel incredible when you come,’ I admit in a low growl.  She studies me, 

drinking in every contour of my face.  Every detail.  I could easily get used to being looked at 

in this way.  ‘But this time, you mustn’t orgasm,’ I demand, knowing she’ll find it 

impossible. 

 I try to bite back my threatening smile, as I watch her process what I’ve said. 

 ‘Why?’ 

 ‘It will make it all the more intense when you’re allowed to.’   

 ‘Oh!’ 

 ‘By the way, if you do come, I’m gonna fuck you hard, all the way through your 

climax, as punishment.’  I feel her pussy clamp hard around me, ensuring her private 

reactions are shared. 

 ‘You like the thought of that, huh?’ 

 ‘No!’   

 ‘Liar.  Ready?’   

 I know she isn’t, but I start rolling my hips in such a way that speech becomes 

temporarily impossible, for both of us. 

 ‘Don’t you dare,’ I grunt, as her entire body starts to spasm beneath me.  Her flushed 

face is scrunched up in concentration, the muscles in her neck clearly defined.  I know she’s 

incredibly close and in danger of taking me over the edge too.  Drawing myself back slightly, 



I drop my mouth to an erect nipple and clamp down tightly.  If there’s one thing we can be 

confident of, it’s that I’ll always dare. 

 The sound of her uncontrolled squeal is enormously gratifying; this woman is 

everything I hoped she’d be, and then some.  Incredibly, she’s clamping my cock even 

harder.  That knowledge seems to flick a switch in my brain, increasing the urgency of my 

responses.  She is so damn tight and wet, as her pussy gushes around me.  Purposefully, I 

slow my hip movements right down before pulling out.  I have to get a handle on myself; it 

feels like I’m unbearably close to coming. 

 ‘On your elbows and knees,’ I order a trembling Annabel who gazes up at me in 

wonder.  I have to assist her.  Apparently, fucking me has made her lose control of her limbs.  

She hasn’t seen anything yet. 

 I pause to admire the view of her body, open and ready for me.  My hand 

appreciatively smooths over the perfect curve of her ass and I feel compelled to slap her soft 

skin.  My action produces a very satisfying groan of need. 

 ‘Remember,’ I mutter in warning, placing a knee in between her legs, to nudge her 

legs open even wider.  ‘You’re due a punishment, if you come.’ 

 ‘Oh fuck!’ she sobs, dropping her face to the pillow in despair. 

 Lining up behind her, I grasp my aching cock and sink it unrelentingly inside, 

enjoying her tightening further, with every additional inch she’s fed.  And then I begin to 

thrust, watching with delight as Annabel twists and shudders beneath me.  Grasping her hips, 

I begin to pull her body backwards, to meet each of my forward movements.  I’m impressed 

she’s managed to hold her orgasm at bay for this long. 

 ‘No!’ she cries out, back arching as her knees threaten to crumple.  I can see her 

fingernails digging into the soft, feather pillow, trying to obtain a steady anchor in the 

turbulent sea of her desire. 

 ‘Yes,’ I murmur.  Leaning forwards, my fingers snake across her slippery clit. 

 ‘Fuu-uuuuuck!’  Her body collapses forward, as the waves of her orgasm milk me for 

all I’m worth.   

 I had planned to keep her on the boil, playfully exploring to discover exactly what 

would keep her stranded on that thrilling ledge.  And all the while, refusing to let her climax.  

But maybe next time.  Instead, I grind my hips against her orgasmic, muscular contractions 

which are chasing up and down my shaft.  My body moves into auto-pilot mode, relentlessly 

upping the pace, knowing I have very little time left.  Still orgasming around my thickened 



cock, Annabel starts to rock herself back against me; an action guaranteed to remove the very 

last remaining fragments of my self-control. 

 ‘Oh God!’ I utter, forced to power myself into her tight pussy at an unattainable pace, 

to meet her every thrust. 

 ‘Go on!’ she demands breathlessly.  Her reaction delights me.  I would never have 

imagined she’d love being fucked this hard. 

 With an explosion of heat, further waves of pleasure are released from her vibrating 

form.  Working hard, I ensure she rides an extended orgasm that neither of us will ever 

forget.  Gritting my teeth, I continue at pace, enhancing Annabel’s continuous ecstasy.  I will 

never be able to get enough of this woman. 

 At last, she collapses flat onto the bed, her limbs no longer capable of holding her 

upright.  I alter my position slightly, to ensure she still receives the full force of me, as I drive 

her body down into the mattress.  Pumping furiously, my cock is touching her impossibly 

deep. 

 ‘Please, Luke.’  I hear her gasp between climaxes, instinctively knowing that she 

wants me to stop fighting and come.  With a groan, I redouble my efforts, the tell-tale 

tingling in my balls informing me that I have mere moments, before the inevitable explosion. 

 ‘Oh!  Oh Anna...’ I find myself groaning.  ‘I can’t...’ I begin, unable to form the 

words. 

 ‘Go on, baby,’ she breathes. 

 With a long, low growl, I finally submit to her influence.  A wave of relief engulfs my 

shuddering body and I know I’ve passed the point of no return.  Taking a firm hold of her 

hips, I slam my way forwards towards oblivion, an almighty guttural roar filling the air.  The 

intensity of energy I discharge forces Annabel to scream in response.  As she is catapulted 

into a final, extraordinarily potent orgasm, I experience a wave of relief, as my cock swells 

and throbs, pulsing my sticky release so very deep inside. 

 In a daze, we both just lay there, my full body weight trapping her beneath me; a 

prisoner of my lustful desires.  I remain inside until I grow soft, before carefully edging out. 

 ‘You’re completely amazing,’ she manages to groan at last.  The incredulity of her 

tone makes me smile. 

 ‘And you’re not so bad yourself.’  Helping to return her to a face-up position, we kiss 

deeply, before I make my way slowly down her body, savouring every perfect inch I 

encounter.  Her tone only becomes disbelieving when I shuffle past her hips, fingers inching 

shamelessly back inside. 



 ‘No,’ she groans, but the way her pussy has already clamped around me discloses 

quite a different story. 

 ‘Yes,’ I insist, revelling in licking her inner thighs, coated with the evidence of our 

recent activities.  ‘You aren’t getting away that easily.’  Right now, my hunger for Annabel is 

infinite; I can already feel myself hardening, in preparation for the next course.  I predict it 

will be an incredibly long time before I’m satisfied but somehow, I don’t think she’ll be 

complaining too much. 

 

Epilogue 

Annabel 

 It’s been exactly one amazing year since we first got together, and what a year!  

Although I thought long and hard about accepting, I now work at Luke’s company.  Initially, 

I wondered if it would be bad for our relationship, but he needed somebody he could trust 

and I’m working in a post that suits me down to the ground, regularly using the knowledge 

and skills I learnt from my university degree. 

 It’s true that we’ve had a few lapses, regarding keeping our professional and personal 

lives separate.  One extremely hot night which I spent across his office desk immediately 

springs to mind.  But he’s the CEO; what’s he going to do?  Fire himself?  On the whole, 

however, we do manage to keep our work lives at work, and our home lives at home.  After 

all, we’ve had good practice.   

 I completely love my job, which offers a challenge every day.  I’m fully incentivised 

whilst I’m at work, and when I get home?  Let’s just say I reap the rewards there too.  It feels 

as though Luke has made it his mission to continue proving to me that bad girls really do go 

to heaven.  Consequently, with a man that sexy as my teacher, I’m fully signed up to 

remaining a bad girl for the rest of my days. 

 We also take every opportunity to enjoy each other too.  Today, for example, we’re 

celebrating one year together, by spending a day at the coast.  We’ve had a brilliant time, 

walking, sightseeing and enjoying a long, lazy pub lunch.  Right now, you find us perched 

high up on a cliff edge, watching the crimson sun slowly sink out of sight below the horizon.  

It is, quite simply, perfect.  I’m not sure I could be any happier.  And then, as he is so prone 

to doing, Luke proves me wrong once again. 

 ‘Annabel?’ 



 Ah, speak of the devil.  My face automatically breaks into a broad smile; that’s the 

effect his presence has on me every day, without fail.  Pathetic, isn’t it?!  And yet he looks 

unusually serious; much of his cheeky confidence strangely absent. 

 My hand flies to my face, as I watch Luke reach into his jacket pocket. 

 ‘Annabel.  I’ve got something I need to ask you...’ 
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Chapter 1 

 

 Daisy aimlessly stroked the faux suede material of her coat, enjoying the velvet-like 

feel against her fingertips.  Glancing at her watch, she sighed.  Another five minutes before 

the school bell was due to ring and the wind was starting to whip up; tomorrow she must 

remember her gloves.  Why did Autumn always catch her on the hop she wondered, thrusting 

her hands deep into her pockets she wiggled her toes inside her knee-length boots. 

 Glancing a little distance along the pavement, Daisy noticed a number of mothers 

crowding around a tall, very handsome, dark-haired man.  Probably in his early forties, he 

was wearing a pair of scuffed blue Levi’s, dark brown leather boots and a thick black jacket.  

Daisy felt that his body language was suggesting he really wanted to be left in peace whilst 

he waited for his child.  Alas, it seemed that the women didn’t share her interpretation of the 

situation.  Daisy remembered seeing a similar event take place earlier in the week, watching 

in dismay as a gaggle of women so obviously flirted with him.  It struck her as rather 

desperate; he had been giving off fairly clear signals that he wasn’t interested on that 

occasion too. 

 The man suddenly tapped his pocket, murmured an excuse and walked away from the 

group, lifting a mobile phone to his ear.  As soon as the women lost interest, the man moved 

to a more distant location, put his phone away and quickly glanced around.  Watching from 

afar, Daisy smiled at the realisation that there had never actually been a phone call but 

instead, he had merely used an imaginary call as a diversionary escape route.  Unexpectedly, 

the man glanced up and their eyes met.  A rush of blood flooded to her abdomen as the man, 

maintaining eye contact, shrugged and then smiled in a slightly sheepish, self-deprecating 

manner.  Daisy immediately dropped her eyes in embarrassment at being caught staring, 

horrified that he might think she was also trying to come onto him.  The next time she looked 

up, the man had been approached by another woman who was unsuccessfully trying to 

engage him in conversation. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 That night, Daisy’s dreams were rudely gatecrashed by that same tall, dark sexy 

stranger.  Somehow, she found herself naked, tied spread-eagled to her bed and entirely 

unable to escape.  Looking quickly around her bedroom, she caught sight of him standing by 



her bedroom window, observing her carefully.  Although fully dressed himself, the way his 

gaze was devouring her body was carnal in the extreme. 

 As their eyes met, Daisy found that she couldn’t tear herself away.  Gulping, she felt 

both excited and terrified in equal measure, as blood pumped simultaneously to her breasts 

and core.  Maintaining eye contact, the stranger smiled in a slightly lopsided way and slowly 

shrugged off his black jacket.  As it fell to the floor, Daisy inhaled sharply.  Underneath, he 

wore a clean white T-shirt, beneath which was a glorious body, beautifully muscled but not 

excessively so. 

 Biting her lower lip, Daisy’s cheeks flushed with desire as a bolt of electricity passed 

straight through her.  With their eyes still locked, the stranger kicked off his boots and socks, 

pulled his T-shirt over his head and moved his large, strong hands down to his waist.  With 

slow, deliberate moves, he dispatched with his belt, before allowing his hands to drop further 

down to his button fly.  Daisy involuntarily licked her lips in response, heart beating wildly at 

the incredible sight unfolding in her bedroom.  As his jeans dropped to the floor, he kicked 

them aside and her thoughts became sharply refocussed.  She was rarely accused of being the 

most observant person, but even she couldn’t fail to notice the substantial bulge in his boxer 

shorts, coupled with a no-nonsense look on his face. 

‘I can’t do this,’ murmured Daisy, pulling down against her restraints.  ‘I’m really 

inexperienced.’ 

 ‘Then we’ll take things very slowly.  Why don’t you just let me take the lead?’ he 

murmured, walking towards her.  But frustratingly, the closer he moved to her bed, the fainter 

he became until Daisy found herself escaping from the arms of Morpheus.  Feeling more than 

a little lightheaded, not to mention seriously unsettled, she awoke to the promise of a brand-

new day. 
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better judgement, she accepts her best friend’s offer to make some fast cash. Her mission? To 

join a group of journalists who are attempting to crash a masked ball, being held at the 

residence of Sir Kristoff de Wynter. 

 

A well-known ladies man, Kristoff takes no prisoners, either professionally or privately. 

Rich, handsome, ruthless and incredibly powerful, he is certainly a force to be reckoned with. 

Unable to resist the bewitching Maggie, Kristoff unleashes the full power of his well-honed 

seduction techniques, in a persuasive bid to entice her into bed. But how will he react upon 

learning the real reason for her presence at his party?  

 

And what on earth will he demand as payback, for her deceptive actions? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

I put a spell on you 

 

Is it possible to lust after somebody, having only ever heard their voice?  For Becky 

Andrews, the answer to that question becomes a very definitive yes, when she finds herself 

receiving a misdialled call one day. The man on the other end of the line has the sexiest, most 

confident, delectable tones that she has ever had the privilege to encounter. Unfortunately, 

when their conversation ends, Becky replaces the receiver without even knowing his name, 

yet alone his relationship status. 

 

Following a combination of good luck and happy circumstance, Becky and “phone guy” are 

soon back in contact with each other. Thanks to two bottles of wine and a little friendly 

encouragement from her best mate, a nervous Becky accepts a dinner invitation from the man 

himself. Sparks immediately fly between them, setting the scene for a night of playful fun 

and intensely hot passion. 

 

If only Becky's interfering ex-boyfriend could stop being quite so overly concerned in her 

affairs, the course of true love might be allowed to run smoothly.  Unless this perfect stranger 

is not quite what he seems, after all? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 

To Love, Honour and…Oh Pay 

 

There has been an entail in place on the thirty-thousand acre Winterbourne estate for 

centuries. It specifies that the ownership of the estate and its assets should be passed to the 

next heir on the day of their fortieth birthday. However, the heir must be married, else the 

inheritance is forfeit.  

 

Thirty-nine years old and single, the heir, Sir William Mortimer is understandably feeling the 

pressure. He consults local solicitor Elizabeth Silverton for legal advice but quickly realises 

that she might be able to assist him in a much more practical way….for the right price. 

 

This is also available as an audiobook from Audible (US),  Audible (UK), Audible (DE) 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B087YZT7V4/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=fenellaashwor-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B087YZT7V4&linkId=1b19e1c45d182adf31776e3f2bea5e37
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07MJ1V8QV/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B07MJ1V8QV&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=e39f9cb59fcc4fc5434168ddbfa08d12%22%3eTo%20Love,%20Honour%20and...Oh%20Pay:%20An%20arranged%20marriage%20where%20sex%20was%20never%20part%20of%20the%20plan....%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B07MJ1V8QV%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;
https://www.audible.com/pd/B088BMCM85/?source_code=AUDFPWS0223189MWT-BK-ACX0-195494&ref=acx_bty_BK_ACX0_195494_rh_us
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/B088BJVYCJ/?source_code=AUKFrDlWS02231890H6-BK-ACX0-195494&ref=acx_bty_BK_ACX0_195494_rh_uk
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Patients is a Virtue 

 

Every day of her life, Olivia Jones conceals a secret that nobody else knows, not even her 

crazy best friend. 

 

It wasn’t planned.  It’s certainly not her choice.  But thanks to a tedious mental block she 

simply hasn’t been able to get past, she’s still a virgin.  Fortunately, as a successful sex 

therapist, issues of this kind are Doctor Ben Wilson’s forte.   

 

Working closely with the painfully shy Olivia, the handsome Doctor gradually helps conquer 

the fears which have been holding her back for so long.  In so doing, they uncover a playful, 

sensual, increasingly sexually self-confident woman, as well as their own developing, mutual 

attraction.  An attraction they are forced to fight, for reasons of moral propriety and General 

Medical Council rules.  But in the end, is all resistance futile? 

 

Can the head be forced to overrule the heart, or will white-hot lust always ultimately 

triumph? 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

First Love, Second Chance 

 

The first book in the popular Daniel Lawson series. 

 

Would you be tempted by the offer of a one-night stand with your first crush? 

 

Daniel Lawson, the upcoming star of British showjumping has returned to the UK after 

sixteen years abroad. Moving back to the area he grew up, Daniel becomes reacquainted with 

his childhood friends. Determined, uber-sexy but extremely complex, Daniel is single minded 

in his goal; to be selected to represent Great Britain in the World Equestrian Games. 

 

Reserved, competent and hard-working, Emma Martin, has held a secret flame for Daniel 

since they were kids. Throughout the years, no man could ever measure up to her adolescent 

fantasies of him. Over a drunken game of 'Truth or Dare' at a friend’s birthday party, Emma 

is forced to admit that she has never climaxed with a man. Daniel decides to issue a dare; 

allow him to try where others have failed. Little does Emma know, Daniel has a ruthlessly 

competitive streak and will employ every dirty, underhand tactic to ensure his success. 

 

Soon afterwards, Daniel is involved in a serious accident, forcing him to rely heavily on his 

friends. Emma temporarily joins Daniel’s team to help look after his horses and, being in 

such close daily proximity to Daniel, decides to do the sensible thing and protect her fragile 

heart. But will Daniel allow the relationship he has with Emma to be platonic, or does he 

have other ideas? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Perfect Stranger, Strangely Perfect 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B083RZ5H61/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B083RZ5H61&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=d8cf365f4889692850a490e44e54676b%22%3ePatients%20is%20a%20virtue:%20Will%20white-hot%20lust%20always%20ultimately%20triumph?%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B083RZ5H61%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B078QGQRCL/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B078QGQRCL&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=becad7a528feb7925aa4a13f6591bdbb%22%3eFirst%20love,%20Second%20chance%20-%20Would%20you%20dare%20tell%20the%20truth?:%20First%20book%20in%20the%20Daniel%20Lawson%20series%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B078QGQRCL%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;%22
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B079HSH19W/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B079HSH19W&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=088e3ad331b2eb8ea0a3ee7761be8ab2%22%3ePerfect%20Stranger,%20Strangely%20Perfect:%20The%20second%20book%20in%20the%20Daniel%20Lawson%20series.%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B079HSH19W%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;%22


 

The second book in the popular Daniel Lawson series.  

 

Trudy certainly wasn't looking for love or even sex when the delectable Eddie strolled 

casually into her life. With a cheating boyfriend in her recent past and a string of bad chat up 

lines echoing in her head, Trudy was prepared to steer clear of men indefinitely. But 

something about Eddie intrigued her... 

 

Trudy is soon living on a diet of lust, desire, intoxicating sexual chemistry…and frustration, 

with Eddie seemingly intent on taking things slowly, or at least trying to. But as their 

relationship heats up, it becomes obvious that Eddie is hiding something. Can he trust Trudy 

enough to let her into his secret? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Feels Just Like Starting Over 

 

The third book in the popular Daniel Lawson series. 

 

High on elation from his best-friend's Olympic showjumping win, Tom returns home a day 

early to find his wife rather too enthusiastically enjoying carnal pleasures with another man. 

Experiencing grief and anguish so intense, he couldn't imagine feeling lower, Tom moves in 

with his closest friends, Emma and Daniel Lawson and swears off women (and particularly 

love) forever more. 

 

Thanks to their friendship, along with the support of his irrepressible sister Trudy and her 

boyfriend Eddie, Tom's fragile heart ever so slowly starts to repair. So when the gorgeous 

Abby literally falls into his life, Tom begins to wonder if his previous decision to forego love 

was a little too hasty. But will his interfering wife allow him to move on? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

No Rain, No Flowers 

 

The fourth book in the popular Daniel Lawson series. 

 

Living on a diet of love, lust and some pretty mind-blowing sex with his gorgeous girlfriend 

Abby, for a brief perfect moment, British Showjumper Tom Williams seems to have it all. At 

least until an anonymous source starts to leak hateful stories to the tabloids.   

 

Coupled with Tom's estranged wife Kimberley starting to stir up trouble of her own, Tom and 

his friends begin to feel the strain, uncovering some unexpected truths as they try to identify 

and stop the culprit. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Easy Come, Easy Go 

 

The fifth book in the popular Daniel Lawson series. 
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Working as a groom for International show jumping superstar Daniel Lawson was Jess's 

perfect job. Peppered with excitement and prestige, not only was she caring for the horses she 

adored, but every day was spent in close contact with Jake; one of the hottest guys she'd ever 

had the privilege to lust over. Unfortunately, despite plenty of opportunities, Jake had never 

shown any interest, aside from friendship.   

 

So, when Zach Pitt-Drummond appears on the scene, complete with ready-made chat up lines 

and come to bed eyes, a sexually frustrated Jess is left in quite a conundrum. Should she 

continue to wait for Mr Right, or take a chance with Mr ready-and-raring-to-go-right-now? 

What's a girl to do?  

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

An Accidental Affair 

 

Anna's life is exceptionally ordinary; her own home, a boyfriend she loves and an eccentric 

mother who keeps her very much on her toes.  That is, until her orbit unexpectedly collides 

with Mike.  The spark of attraction between them is immediate, intense and burns white-hot, 

but Anna has never been the kind of girl to cheat on her partner, so the opportunity passes 

them by. 

 

Months later and unexpectedly single, Anna finds herself back in Mike's frighteningly 

capable and highly arousing hands.  Has fate conspired, to give them a second chance or 

might things not be quite what they seem?  What reason could there possibly be, for Anna not 

to fall into bed with the perfect man? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Better Fate Than Never 

 

When Finn Jacobs inherited the dilapidated Orchard Farm from a distant relative, his 

immediate strategy was to sell it and pocket the profit. Falling in love with the property at 

first sight and deciding to restore it, had never been part of his grand plan. 

 

Discovering a long-forgotten time capsule during the renovation work set Finn on a fateful 

path, to identify its original owner. And that's when Jenny Hargreaves appeared, snapping 

and snarling, into his life. From the first moment they laid eyes upon each other, sparks were 

destined to fly. He had certainly never been part of her grand plan either.... 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Management Skills 

 

Molly Butler knows that office politics can be hard enough to navigate, without secretly 

wanting to screw your boss. Which is why she made it her rule, many years before, to never 

work for a man she was attracted to. Unfortunately, the HR team failed to take her 

overwhelming desires into account, as they set about restructuring the company. 

 

Molly soon finds herself in the unenviable position of working for Jake Hunter. Tall, dark, 

highly intelligent and ruggedly handsome, the sparks fly between them the first time they 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07ZY7C1XP/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B07ZY7C1XP&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=fcffa5cccc7071466fbfd95773298d43%22%3eAn%20Accidental%20Affair?:%20A%20hot,%20steamy%20tale%20of%20lust;%20perfect%20for%20anyone%20who's%20ever%20encountered%20the%20right%20man,%20at%20the%20wrong%20time...%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B07ZY7C1XP%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07Y7FVXXK/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B07Y7FVXXK&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=42a2f704bff1a564042e278168203406%22%3eBetter%20Fate%20Than%20Never:%20Unearthing%20a%20long-forgotten%20time%20capsule,%20unexpectedly%20leads%20to%20a%20passionate%20love%20affair.%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B07Y7FVXXK%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07BD4W2BS/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B07BD4W2BS&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=9d43a0762d9ac98ce76797eae74ecb1a%22%3eManagement%20Skills:%20When%20sexual%20relations%20with%20your%20boss%20are%20strictly%20against%20company%20policy.%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B07BD4W2BS%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;


lock eyes over the boardroom table. As the sexual tension quickly builds, Molly abandons her 

long-standing rule for the indescribable pleasure of being with the insatiable Jake. But can 

their fledgling relationship survive the fact that extra-curricular activities between co-workers 

are very much against company policy? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Animal Attraction 

 

The one thing Katie Gardener didn't expect to encounter during her early morning dog walk, 

was a stomach-clenching, mind-numbing, arousal-inducing crush on a delectable stranger. 

Cursing herself for her ineptitude, she left their meeting without even knowing the man's 

name.   

 

Fortunately, fate conspired to bring them together once more, only to discover that their 

mutual animal attraction was relentlessly potent. But, having been hurt in love before, would 

it really be sensible of Katie to trust again? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Educating Daisy 

 

Daisy has barely thought about sex in years, much less participated in it. Hardly surprising 

when her trust was destroyed by a cheating ex. Instead, she is happy to focus all her efforts 

on raising her child in the sure knowledge that sex is completely overrated anyway.  

 

When their sons become firm friends, Daisy is suddenly thrown into the orbit of the delicious 

Nick Jackson. At first, he simply infiltrates Daisy's increasingly erotic dreams. However, he 

is soon upsetting her equilibrium by interacting with her in a much more up close and 

intimate manner.  

 

Nick begins to show Daisy the full range of carnal pleasures that she's been missing out on all 

these years. But can she really risk putting her trust in another man and allow herself to fall in 

love? 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Fictional Fantasies 

 

Depressingly-single, thirty-something Meg Oakley is secretly an aspiring writer of erotica. 

Recently, she has been sharing many a racy evening with her practically perfect man, Sam. 

Handsome, mischievous, unbearably sexy and happy to act out Meg’s every fantasy, Sam has 

just one flaw. He’s fictional. 

 

Publishing her work under a pseudonym and never sharing her secret, Meg believes she has 

guaranteed anonymity. That is, until she wakes up one night to find herself blindfolded and 

restrained by a mystery stranger who has broken into her room. Referring to himself as Sam, 

he has but one intention; to act out one of the scenes that Meg has previously published 

online. The stranger gives her the night of her life, leaving without a besotted Meg having 

even seen his face. 
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To her great delight, it turns out that their one amazing night is not a unique experience as the 

stranger finds numerous opportunities to visit Meg and act out an array of her most secret 

sexual desires. Always in control of a blindfolded Meg, she is unable to identify him. Until 

one day, much to her amazement and surprise, she finds out who he actually is. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Time for a Quick One?  A Compilation of Shorter Erotic Stories 

 

This compilation features three shorter stories by Fenella Ashworth. They are: 

 

1) The Art of Anonymity 

In a moment of madness, Jo leaves a complimentary message on the windscreen of a fellow 

shopper. Tall, fit, muscled and with an ass to die for, she feels able to justify her rash 

decision. With every intention of retaining anonymity, to her utter embarrassment, her actions 

are witnessed and questioned by Simon...the man himself.  Fate subsequently conspires to 

create another chance meeting between them and it quickly becomes clear that there is a case 

of serious, mutual sexual attraction taking place. But given Jo's poor track record with men, is 

it really wise to allow such overpowering feelings of lust to guide her decisions? 

 

2) A Highland Fling 

Zoe Summers has reached a particularly challenging and isolated section of the West 

Highland Way; a long distance hiking trail in Scotland. Taking a nasty tumble, she finds 

herself lying injured, afraid and very alone; that is until Charlie, her modern day knight in 

shining armour, wades in to help. 

Zoe and Charlie both feel an immediate connection which only strengthens as their time 

together progresses. And when the opportunity arises to spend some time in a warm, 

comfortable hotel room, that connection is given the opportunity to burn white hot. 

 

3) Strangers in the Snow 

It's Christmas Eve and an unsuspecting Alice becomes stranded in a snowstorm, whilst 

driving to her parents' home. On the positive side, she quickly discovers her situation isn't 

unique and she joins forces with Sam, accompanying him to a nearby village in search of 

shelter. As the freezing snow piles up around the window ledges outside, safe within their 

warm, snug accommodation, two strangers quickly discover how things can hot up when 

desire is allowed to run its natural course. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Virtually Lovers 

 

Living in an online age where false personas can be created and deleted with the click of a 

mouse, Lucy has learnt to embrace the opportunities such anonymity provides. An outwardly 

unremarkable married mother of one to the outside world, online Lucy is a published author 

of erotic fiction, operating under a pseudonym. Her two identities are kept utterly separate, 

even from her own husband. That is, until Theo strikes up an online conversation and starts to 

break down the carefully-constructed wall which separates her two lives.   

 

In their steamy, cross-continental online relationship, Lucy discovers something entirely 
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unexpected; a writing partner, a sexual equal and most importantly, a friend. As virtual erotic 

sparks fly, Theo and Lucy smoulder in each other’s online company. But will there ever be 

an opportunity for them to meet in person...and what on earth would happen if they did? 

 

Written in collaboration with Gerry Jones. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

And finally, if you enjoy Fenella’s stories, you might also appreciate the following Romance: 

 

 

Difficult to Reach written by Sarah Fennel 

 

"Delightful - very endearing!" 

 

The village of Hawksbury Hollow is nestled in the shadow of the English South Downs. It's 

late December and unbeknown to the residents, the coldest and most dangerous spell of 

weather since records began, is about to hit. Just before the snowfall starts in earnest, Fen 

Martin moves into Rose Cottage. Without any family to look out for her, Fen is grateful for 

the support offered by her new neighbours but the last thing she's looking for is love. 

 

Against her will, Fen is drawn to the solemn but seriously attractive Daniel Anderson who 

owns neighbouring Riverside Farm. As the ice and snow build up outside and emergency 

situations start to become the norm, the residents are forced to seek refuge with each other. 

Amidst a backdrop of extreme conditions, both Daniel and Fen are forced to confront their 

pasts in order that they might enjoy a brighter future. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07BDMXN53/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B07BDMXN53&linkCode=as2&tag=fenellaashwor-20&linkId=cad166e8ab61cc4b099c850928e5765a%22%3eDifficult%20to%20Reach:%20Surprising%20relationships%20are%20formed,%20when%20the%20snow%20storm%20of%20the%20century%20hits%20a%20sleepy%20English%20village...%3c/a%3e%3cimg%20src=%22//ir-na.amazon-adsystem.com/e/ir?t=fenellaashwor-20&l=am2&o=1&a=B07BDMXN53%22%20width=%221%22%20height=%221%22%20border=%220%22%20alt=%22%22%20style=%22border:none%20!important;%20margin:0px%20!important;%22
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